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The Special Claims of Indigenous Minorities to Corrective Justice The present reflections have benefitted from a workshop on sub-sovereign nations at ECPR 1998, and from the Einstein Forum on Historic Injustice, in Potsdam, 2000, especially from comments by my co-director at the workshop and convenor of the Einstein Forum Lukas Meyer. I am also grateful for detailed and constructive criticisms from Anne Julie Semb. I explore related issues in Follesdal 1996 and Follesdal 2000b. For legal references I draw on several contributions in Follesdal 2001, particularly Eide 2001 and Minde 2001.
Are indigenous minorities different from other national minority groups? Some hold that the indigenous are normatively justified in requesting both legal claims on material resources, and to political autonomy aimed at maintaining their own ways of life. The indigenous have more extensive claims in these regards than citizens generally, and than do other identifiable groups who have long historic ties with the territory, and a distinctive culture compared to other citizens – often called ‘national minorities’ “National minorities” are not defined in international law, the 1995 Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protecion of National Minorities (ETS No. 157) notwithstanding. Definitions are found in Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly 1993, Kymlicka et al. 2000.. 
The following remarks defend these claims, based on the indigenous ancestors’ historic control over territories later forcefully incorporated into a state, combined with the impact of their ancestors’ culture on present practices and expectations. This is not to deny that national minorities also have claims of justice owing to their long history on the territory and injustice regarding language and property rights, as well as unjust coercive assimilation. Yet their claims are different, stemming from the fact that while national minorities have distinct cultures and long histories on the territory, they did not have historic control over the territory.
Such an account, sketched in the following, may serve a double purpose if it is sound: both political and philosophical. It may provide a defence of the legal claims to autonomy and land rights of some indigenous peoples e.g. as laid out in ILO Convention 169, and as presented by James Anaya (1986), guiding further legal developments, interpretations, and weighing of claims: 
The rights of ownership and possession of the peoples concerned over the lands that they traditionally occupy shall be recognized. In addition, measures shall be taken in appropriate cases to safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to which they have traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional activities. Particular attention shall be paid to the situation of nomadic peoples and shifting cultivators in this respect
ILO Convention 169, Art. 14 Similar claims may emerge within the United Nations, which acknowledged indigenous peoples in 1982 when it established a Working Group on Indigenous Populations, and the 1994 Draft UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Art. 33 (cf. Eide 2001). 
Yet the account pursued here is not without a critical edge: The explication of ‘indigenous’ is narrower than current legal usage, since this account only consider peoples who have suffered partial or total dispossession of property and control over land and resources once enjoyed exclusively by them (Daes 2000, ref Eide 2001). In comparison, the ILO Convention on Tribal and Indigenous peoples would allow that indigenous peoples need only have resided on the territory – de facto control over land and resources does not seem to matter:
peoples in independent countries who are regarded as indigenous on account of their descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a geographical region to which the country belongs, at the time of conquest or colonisation or the establishment of present state boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and political institutions.
ILO Convention 169, Art 1.1.b  Contrast the more extensnive definition of Article 1:  “1. This Convention applies to: (a) tribal peoples in independent countries whose social, cultural and economic conditions distinguish them from other sections of the national community and whose status is regulated wholly or partially by their own customs or traditions or by special laws or regulations; (b) peoples in independent countries who are regarded as indigenous on account of their descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a geographical region to which the country belongs, at the time of conquest or colonisation or the establishment of present state boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and political institutions. 2. Self-identification as indigenous or tribal shall be regarded as a fundamental criterion for determining the groups to which the provisions of this Convention apply”. 
The philosophical contribution is twofold. Firstly, such an account might lay to rest certain concerns raised against the special claims of the indigenous by reflective theorists of minority rights, including four objections, that
- “The indigenous have no monopoly on suffering”: The hardship visited on indigenous peoples is not so special as to warrant special normative claims and legal conventions as compared to national minorities or stateless nations who are covered by a 1995 Council of Europe Framework Convention (Council of Europe 1995b) – which deliberately leaves ‘national minorities’ undefined (Council of Europe 1995a, Art. 12). Thus Kymlicka asks
On what basis can we say that indigenous peoples have a stronger claim to self-determination than other national minorities? Why should the sami have a right to self-determination under international law and not the Catalans? Why the Inuit and not the Québécois? Why the hill tribes in India and not the Kashmiris or Sikhs? Why indeed do we need to single out indigenous peoples at all under international law? Why not simply include indigenous peoples under a broader category of national minorities and assert that all national minorities have rights of self-determination?
(Kymlicka 2001, 125).
- “Claims based on lost sovereignty are too strong”: Claims based on historical sovereignty that might single out indigenous peoples from national minorities would be too strong. Such arguments would support restoring status quo ante, full sovereignty of independent states – i.e. secession – rather than restrict state sovereignty or “develop new forms of self-determination”  (Kymlicka 2001).
- “Claims of remedial justice are too weak”: Remedial correction of past injustice is insufficient as grounds for permanent rights of self-determination for indigenous minorities, since such considerations only support transitional, temporary rights rather than permanent allocation of self-government (Kymlicka 2001).
- “Avoid mystifying appeals to tradition”. Jeremy Waldron insists that liberal accounts of normative legitimacy must avoid being “burdened by a mystifying heritage of tradition” (Waldron 1987, 150).
Secondly, the arguments for self-determination based on historic control over territory have implications beyond indigenous groups’ claims, of particular interest when received conceptions of the world order of sovereign states are challenged by new forms of multi-level political authority. For instance, the normative claims of member state legislative and executive bodies in the European Union may be bolstered by such considerations, in support of a federal rather than a centralised Union.  
The account below agrees that other groups also suffer, while it denies the next two objections. It does not insist that indigenous groups can claim full sovereignty  - partly since it does not address the relative weight of such claims vis-à-vis claims of other current inhabitants. It holds that remedial justice may require permanent self-determination. Some form of federal or consociational arrangement may be appropriate – as, indeed, would seem consistent with Anaya (1996, 78). Whether it avoids charges of mystery remains to be seen.
The main point argued here is that there are liberal contractualist reasons why the indigenous minority’s history of prior occupation, institutions and culture should affect present constitutional allocation of authority.  Past injustice perpetrated against such control affects the claims of present members to arrangement of political decision-making over the territory and to substantive benefits. History matters, then, for whether the normative claims hold.  
Section 1 lays out some relevant features of liberalism; section 2 explores the relevant interests that must be given weight regarding this issue. Sections 3 and 4 argue the case for special claims by present indigenous groups. The argument does not rest on the particularly exceptional and vulnerable culture of this group, but on the de facto regulatory control over territory and people exercised by previous members David Lyons (Lyons 1977)Lyons, David1977The new Indian claims and the orig5052, George Sher (Sher 1981 [and 2001  paper at present conference]Sher, George1981Ancient wrongs and modern rights5051, Jeremy Waldron (Waldron 1992 [and 2001 – paper at present conference]Waldron, Jeremy1992Superseding historic injustice4562 and Robert Goodin (Goodin 1997) have presented in-depth systematic reflections on the present normative implications of past injustice, some of which I have addressed in Follesdal 1996. I here address some of the issues concerning indigenous populations in particular.. 
1 Liberal Contractualism
The tradition of Liberal Contractualism specifies the vague ideal of equal dignity by holding that every individual's interests must be secured and furthered by the social institutions as a whole. Institutions must satisfy principles that persons can reasonably propose as a basis for mutual, informed agreement (Rawls 1971, Dworkin 1978, Scanlon 1982, Beitz 1989, Barry 1995)Rawls, John1971A theory of justice2950Scanlon, Thomas M.1982Contractualism and utilitarianism2955Beitz, Charles R.1989Political Equality4023.  
Some aspects of this perspective are relevant for avoiding some criticisms against contractualist responses to historic injustice. We must consider the relevance of institutions, the nature of justification, and the significance of consent. 
Control and influence over social institutions through political decisions are important goods, and central issues of legitimacy. Social institutions have a pervasive impact on us: they exercise a strong influence on us, or our life plans and our expectations. Defined by law and maintained through force, they provide the backdrop for the distribution of important goods, powers, burdens and obligations. Institutions even affect the development and satisfaction of our interests by framing our expectations. This impact explains why individuals are taken to have an interest in political control and influence over the social institutions – especially if the alternative is that others shape those institutions.
The principles of justice, and particular institutions assessed by them, are not deduced or generated by the process of checking whether equal respect is secured.Liberal Contractualism is thus not an example of the abstract political philosophy criticized by David Miller (cf. Miller 1997: 71; discussed at Follesdal 2000a). The procedure ranks alternative suggested proposals , but does not offer a deductive path to any one of them. And the process can leave a range of permissible – i.e. unobjectionable - principles. Furthermore,  the same principle of legitimacy may allow a variety of sets of institutional arrangements, for instance different arrangements regulating inheritance, tax and welfare, all of which give sufficient respect to individuals’ important interests. The unity provided by such a theory is therefore not one of deduction, but an account of a set of institutions that shows how they can – or cannot - be regarded as an expression of equal respect. Thus different sets of institutions may be legitimate, since they may have acceptable effects on individuals by the lights of the same normative principles of legitimacy. 
Liberal contractualism seeks to delineate some limits to the morally binding rules and practices that surround us. Appeals to hypothetical consent are often part of such arguments, in the form of ‘what one would not have consented to’ when delineating our moral duty to obey the law of the land. Yet consent -- hypothetical, tacit or otherwise -- does not create a moral obligation or duty in the same way as free and adequately informed consent binds those who so consent.  To ask if one could have or would have consented to particular principles only guides our thought regarding whether these principles give all individuals their due. Hypothetical consent serves to recognise and delineate legitimate authority, but consent is not held to generate the moral authority of institutions (Murphy 1994; Waldron 1987)Murphy, Mark C.:1994:Acceptance of authority and the du:4619. 
This sketch allows a response to criticism by Waldron against resorts to hypothetical consent when redressing historic injustice. He worries about hypothetical choice and consent as sometimes employed in a very different – and more problematic - way. Waldron doubts the value of considering hypothetical choice due to difficulties in guessing what would have happened. He considers, only to reject, suggestions following the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties Article 69 (2), that we should determine insofar as possible, what would have been the case in the absence of the injustice committed:  
"some of the events in the sequel ... are exercises of human choice rather than the inexorable working out of natural laws ..... What would the tribal owners of that land have done with it, if wrongful appropriation had not taken place? To ask this question is to ask how people would have exercised their freedom if they had had a real choice."
(Waldron 1992, 9). 
Waldron objects that it is difficult – and normatively irrelevant – to second-guess choices: 
"We make predictions all the time about how people will exercise their freedom. But it is not clear why our best prediction on such a matter should have moral authority in the sort of speculations we are considering." (Waldron 1992, 10) 
“ My reasonable guess has no normative authority whatever with regard to the disposition of his estate. Now if this is true of decision-making in the real world, then I think it plays havoc with the idea that, normatively, the appropriate thing to do in the rectification of injustice is to make rational and informed guesses about how people would have exercised their freedom. For if such guesses carry no moral weight in the real world, why should any moral weight be associated with their use in counterfactual speculation? “ (Waldron 2001, fn 27).
We may agree with Waldron that using hypothetical choice for tracking plausible outcomes regarding property transfer is problematic. However, in contractualist arguments concerning legitimacy, hypothetical choice is not used to second-guess the details of particular transactions. Instead, hypothetical choice is used to indicate the constraints on legitimate orders, namely conditions under which actual choices and agreement, e.g. to treaties, bind participants morally to the contract. Contractualism holds that some such processes and treaties are illegitimate because they fail to ensure all participants’ important interests, expressed in terms of what people would not have agreed to. This limited role of hypothetical consent is compatible with Waldron’s claim, that it is implausible to rely on hypothetical choice to identify the legitimate outcome of one negotiation, for purposes of redressing past deviations from such an outcome. We do grant moral authority to our assumptions of how people would have exercised their freedoom, but limited to reasoned claims concerning which choices they would not have made freely. Such claims support the view that the current state of affairs would have been different had those actions not been carried out. Particularly, it is likely that current decendents of the indigenous would have retained more control over territory and resources. Some of the challenges facing this view are addressed below, in particular ‘which interest’ and ‘claims to which goods and legal powers’.
2. Valuing Culture and Controlling Expectations through Cultural Change 
Assessment of institutions and practices require that we consider the impact of alternative sets of rules on the relevant interests of those affected. I suggest that the relevant interests include not only basic needs and shares of goods and powers regarded as all-purpose means for pursuing one's conception of the good life and peace, but also culture, and control over cultural change. The last two merit particular attention for the discussion that follows.
Liberal theories are sometimes said by communitarian thinkers to deny the intrinsic value of community, and ignoring the "embedded" nature of human beings For different sorts of criticisms, and defenses on other grounds: Gutmann 1985; Cohen 1986; Buchanan 1989; Caney 1992; Mulhall 1994; Mulhall and Swift 1996; Follesdal 1998; Meyer 2000.. However, Liberal Contractualism agrees that the social institutions, ‘culture’ and practices shape our expectations and aspirations in fundamental and inescapable ways. The relevant interests to consider must include individuals' interests in social activities, involving the co-operation of others. ‘Cultural membership’ is recognised as a good - though the definitions of ‘culture’ and the reasons for valuing it differ among liberals. 
While a full definition of ‘culture’ is beyond the scope of these reflections, some clarification is in order. For our purposes we may think of culture as shared beliefs and rule-governed patterns of behaviour.  
Allan Buchanan suggests that cultural membership must be acknowledged as a constituent part of the good life for many individuals (Buchanan 1991)Buchanan, Allen1991Secession The morality of politic4287. Will Kymlicka argues that cultural membership is valuable as a precondition for real choices regarding one’s conception of the good life. Such membership provides the necessary structure for individuals' meaningful pursuit of their various conceptions of the good life.  (Kymlicka 1989, 165; cf. Kymlicka 1995, Margalit and Raz 1990 1990, Buchanan 1991, 53-54)Buchanan, Allen1991Secession The morality of politic4287Kymlicka, Will1995Multicultural citizenship4440Margalit, Avishai1990National self-determination4442. Kymlicka explicitly grounds the constitutive value of culture on a liberal ideal of the autonomous individual, in effect providing 'another sectarian doctrine’ (Rawls 1987, 6 and 24, cited in Kymlicka 1995, 164)Rawls, John1987The idea of an overlapping consens2969. 
Cultural membership can be valued without reliance on quite as contested ideals. Instead, being part of cultures is important due to individuals’ interest in forecasting their future correctly, forming legitimate expectations and being assured that others honour our important and good faith expectations. Scanlon 1978: 102; Follesdal 1996.  Culture – that is, rule-governed behaviour in general, and especially institutions, where the rules are sanctioned  - shape our expectations because they structure likely options, attainments and needs: paths and options. 
Thus Liberal Contractualism accommodates the ‘communitarian’ concern for constitutive attachments, even those unchosen by the individual, insofar as they shape expecations – as long as this behavior is normatively permissible. Satisfying legitimate expectations is an important interest, and stable social institutions and culture are crucial for making and pursuing life plans. We thus have good reason to maintain social institutions, as long as they are compatible with principles of legitimacy, since it is only under fairly stable institutions and other practices that individuals can create and meet their expectations.
This interest in culture for forecasting the future also supports claims to control cultural change – which is central to the claims of indigenous minorities. 
Institutional and cultural changes challenge our ability to maintain coherence and continuity in our lives. The value of institutions and culture in fostering expectations disappear if these expectations are not borne out.  Changes in values, norms, institutions and language create new options for life choices, but other options disappear. Thus, cultural and institutional changes should not be too abrupt and unexpected, so as to not violate individuals’ expectations. When cultures and institutions change in ways that affect important interests, members must be able to revising their plans so as to accommodate shifting options and consequences. I submit that this is more likely to occur if individuals enjoy control over cultural changes that affect them. This allocation of control increase the likelihood that changes are expected, and it may minimise conflicts with existing, valued expectations. This is not to deny that many factors are important, including the kind of control exercised, the sorts of changes in circumstances that may require cultural changes, etc. 
Note that this interest in controlling cultural change is not based on a voluntaristic conception of the person, holding that the individual values the ability to continually change her plans and values independently of others.  The concern is rather to be able to pursue a meaningful life, to form a life plan, and to maintain control over changing expectations. Thus the interest in controlling changes in one's culture does not rest on an assumption of the value of autonomous choice.  Rather, the claim is as follows.
The expectations formed on the basis of one's culture are of great value to us. Our interest in forming correct expectations supports claims to be able to regulate the speed and direction of cultural change, insofar as alternative allocations of such authority poses avoidable risks. We also have an interest in being informed about other changes and adaptation of one’s culture, so as to reduce the risk of false expectations. What matters on this view is control over cultural changes, not to maintain cultures unchanged, as some arguments for indigenous groups’ rights might suggest.
Note that this interest, while important, may not override other more vital interests, for instance in satisfying basic needs required for survival as expressed in human rights. In cases of conflict, the interest in staying alive clearly overrides interests in being able to forecast how others will behave. Thus autonomy regarding cultural change should be restricted by human rights considerations. 
This interest in controlling cultural change is common to all, and helps explain why all minorities may claim various forms of protection of their culture. However, indigenous peoples have stronger claims in this regard. This is not to deny that migrant workers and other recent immigrants, to a larger extent must therefore accept the host state and its culture on its terms. They may only to a lesser degree claim protection for their original culture and safeguards regarding the speed and direction of change and integration of their culture.  
3 The Special Grounds of Indigenous Peoples
The exposition in the following draws on parts of the definition of indigenous peoples of ILO Convention 169 Art 1.1.b quoted above. Indigenous minorities had established a community, enjoying de facto control over resources and land, on a territory later included in the current state. The group was at some point maintaining social, economic, cultural or political institutions, only to have them be overturned or subordinated by groups who arrived later. The membership criteria for the indigenous minority has been sufficiently clear so that impact on one generation has consequences on identifiable later generations – whoever actually populates those generations. I leave aside the intriguing challenges to intergenerational justice stemming from the fact that other persons would have lived if the injustice had not occurred. Those challenges are not unique to indigenous groups.. The indigenous population has thus maintained a culture sufficient to relay expectations of importance from one generation to the next, even when the newcomers and their heirs over generations have maintained control over land formerly controlled by the indigenous. 
Contractualist considerations lead us to regard such invasion as illegitimate, and moreover lay down significant conditions for when treaties or outcomes of settlement would be morally binding. To delineate such constraints, arguments involving hypothetical acceptance are illuminating. Consider, for instance, Rousseau’s rejection of the institution of slavery:
To say that a man gives himself gratuitously is to say something absurd and inconceivable.  Such an act is illegitimate and null, if only because he who does so is not in his right mind.  To say the same thing about an entire people is to suppose a people of madmen.  Madness does not make right.
  Even if everyone could alienate himself, he could not alienate his children.  Their freedom belongs to them; no one but themselves has a right to dispose of it.
(Rousseau 1762Rousseau, Jean-Jacques[1762On the social contract3259, Book 1:4)
If the indigenous were free to walk away from the bargaining table to the status quo, it seems clear that they would not knowingly have agreed to terms that would leave them very much more badly off – unless the other parties to the agreement were in dire need. Dividing land rights and political power sharing with newer arrivals may be required by contractualism in times of need or forced migration. Even then, it seems that the original inhabitants would have sought to ensure that some of their most valued practices could be maintained in forms securing their interests. I take it that arguments of this sort justify the position found in both international human rights covenants: “In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.”  Some of the group’s practices may indeed be so central to the values of that historic group that it is hard to believe that they would have parted voluntarily with certain specific objects, such as religious sites, or certain customs Cf Waldron 1992, 20 [and  ref. in this volume]. Such bargains are thus illegitimate. 
These considerations lend support to claims by the present indigenous minority, regardless of their present plight, that they should enjoy control over land, though now shared with other affected parties. Such arguments come in addition to any arguments based on present hardship and the claims to control own culture – arguments that may apply to many national minorities and other groups. For our purposes, what matters is that at one point the ancestors of present indigenous enjoyed control over territory and resources, maintaining political and social structures in the area. Some other groups who also wanted to live there and who arrived after the indigenous group, acted illegitimately in invading and upsetting the indigenous’ control and expectations. 
Assuming that the bargaining positions of the indigenous group(s) and the newcomers were morally legitimate, it seems clear that the indigenous group’s established control over the land should affect the terms of any fair agreement. 
The Indigenous have no monopoly on suffering
This sketch suggests, then, that it is not only the fact of past and present suffering that matters from the normative point of view, but also the fact of established control and expectations of former generations. It is the latter that makes the fair claims of indigenous peoples different than those of other groups who arrived after the territory was under de facto control by others, such as immigrant minorities. Since the indigenous group has enjoyed unrestricted self-determination in a territory, their real self-determination is violated more thoroughly than other national groups. 
This account supports James Anaya’s view (Anaya 1996), that while all national groups have claims to substantive self-determination with respect to five dimensions of social and political life Non-discrimination; cultural integrity; control over land and resources; social welfare and development; and self-government (97-125). , what is special with indigenous peoples is the remedial aspect of self-determination: Their substantive self-determination has been violated more. The claim is thus not that they have been treated worse than other minorities (thus avoiding the objection by Kymlicka 2001, 128), but that their ancestors enjoyed so much more self-determination before, and formed their practices and expectations on that basis.
A fair agreement from the position of de facto social control over the territory would surely provide the indigenous population with the ability to control changes in their own culture -- and more than that. In a negotiation among free equals, there would be no reason for the indigenous minorities to turn over control over resources and political autonomy, receiving nothing in return. Past control over territory by their ancestors support the claim that the present rights of indigenous minorities should include not only control over the integration of their culture into the mainstream, but also powers to ensure the maintenance of their culture and indigenous decision-making institutions. The case is more complicated, but hardly weaker, where treaties were entered into but later unilaterally violated by the invading community. Prior control thus affects the legitimate principles of constitutional reform concerning changes in the institutions of governance. Surely the indigenous groups would have reason to object to reforms that would prevent them from safeguarding their prospects for maintaining those parts of their culture that they deem important for their central interests, including some share of rights of use and disposition of property, and influence over common decision making. Such principles of moderate privilege to established peoples would be preferable on contractualist grounds to principles allowing total transfer of property and power, or simple majority vote, since the latter principles would endanger the central interests of the established people, yet not be necessary for securing equally important interests for newcomers  – given that newcomers would not yet have formed expectations and practices based on the territory.  
Two points may be worth noting. These claims depend crucially on historical facts both of prior control by the ancestors of present indigenous groups; and concerning the content of present claims may rely on plausible historical links between present goods and the central expectations and cultural traits of the past. Secondly, this account allows that several indigenous groups may all truthfully hold that they enjoyed control over the territory before they were taken over. Thus several present groups may have similar claims on the basis of prior control over territory, if all groups’ ancestors enjoyed control over the territory and established expectations at different times or in different ways.  This account’s defense of the normative claims of indigenous peoples may require us to regard more peoples as indigenous – possibly including some of those called ‘national minorities’ (Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe -- CSCE 1991, Council of Europe 1995bKymlicka 2001); and allows that conflicts may arise among several indigenous groups who have controlled the same territory at various times in the past.
The details of how an alternative actual chain of bargains would have unfolded are unavailable to us. But this does not seem a major or decisive objection, since the contractualist account does not require that the present distribution of goods and control must be corrected so as to mirror, as close as possible, what would have happened under more just conditions. The claim is only that historic injustice did take place, and that this supports some reparation today. I suggest that given the long historical trajectory since newcomers arrived on the territory, the scope of repairable injustices is limited to only some of those aspects of colonialisation that have traceable effects today, without indicating precisely what must be done – hence avoiding Waldron’s criticism discussed above. So which are these effects?  We can only identify some consequences of agreements or transfers of control. We turn to this issue now. 
The grounds for claims –Three types of present damage
Past wrongs done to indigenous people cause at least three types of present wrongs for members of that minority, concerning material property, institutions, and control over institutions.  
Firstly, the illegitimate taking of certain property from the indigenous people may still have effects on present generations. Current generations would be better off with some of this property – including, for instance, ownership of certain religious objects – mountains and burial grounds, or skulls of forefathers now placed in museums. These objects can convincingly be linked to central beliefs or practices of the indigenous culture. They can hardly once have been legitimately transferred by contract. Insofar as these objects were not private property subject to untraceable exchanges, this is a further reason why such objects avoid Waldron’s challenge of ‘second-guessing history’.  This is not to deny that other material goods may play a diminishing role in individuals’ core expectations (with Waldron 2001, 14). 
Secondly, certain institutions such as property rights may be shaped to the disadvantage of indigenous minorities. The particular bundling of Hohfeldian rights may hinder the projects valued by this minority, such as securing seasonal access to maintain nomadic movement patterns or grazing opportunities for their animals. Other modes of institutionalising control over goods would have been better suited to secure the cultural expressions of the indigenous people. Thus the present structures may restrict the options for this minority, as compared to the original real control over territory. The present order is therefore shaped – unfairly – by the injustices of the past [Offe and Poppe, this volume …]. The ill done is thus not only to disappoint the minority’s expectations, but also to prevent them from forming expectations under fair background conditions, given their previous complete control over such practices.
Thirdly, the present indigenous minority may suffer from a lack of control over such structures – institutions and practices generally – which facilitate some projects and hinder others, and shape the members’ expectations. It is not only material goods and institutional rights and immunities that are of value, but also authority – the control over such institutions and practices. 
Claims of remedial justice not too weak
This extended list of ills helps explain why special rights may be in order – why repayment might not suffice, and why injustice remains across generations. To be sure, this account depends upon causal link between the past wrong and the present wrong, a link that could be of only temporary significance. Some of the effects of historic injustice cannot be overcome except by providing this minority with certain forms of self-determination. Temporary measures to correct past injustice until the damage is undone may well be insufficient. Yet the link may also support long-term transfers of institutional control. This account thus seems to avoid Kymlicka’s concern that historic injustice only supports temporary measures (Kymlica 2001, 128). 
Clarification regarding the normative relevance of modernisation 
Indigenous peoples have not always pursued their traditional ways of life uncontaminated. Thus the Saami enjoy mobile phones and snowmobiles, and some reindeer herders use helicopters. It might be thought that these modern elements threaten their claims to special consideration. Kymlicka notes that one central reason for the international norms for indigenous peoples seems to be the cultural differences between them and the larger society. Insofar as this is the reason for claims, self-determination must not be used to modernise -- at the pain of losing their special claims (Kymlicka 2001, 129).
However, this contractualist account of indigenous minorities’ claims is not based on the need to maintain a pre-modern lifestyle and a special culture at special risk in modern society. The interest at stake is not to maintain one’s culture unchanged, but rather 1) to maintain control over changes to one’s culture, and 2) enjoy fair control over the institutions that now shape the lives of the indigenous minority, given that their predecessors once enjoyed control over such institutions and practices unrestricted by the similar interests of others. This account thus also supports Anaya’s claim, that the point of indigenous’ claims is not to maintain a static, isolated pre-modern lifestyle but to secure fair terms of interaction and self-determination regarding changes to the own culture (Anaya 1996, 183, cf. Kymlicka 2001, 126). 
4 What Justice Requires for Indigenous Peoples
A brief sketch may indicate the kinds of reparations that are required. 
Claims based on sovereignty lost do not require present secession ((a point I make in my contribution to your special issue at some length))
Waldron assumes that the “task of reparation is to transform the present so that it matches as closely as possibly the way things would be now if the injustice had not occurred.” (2001 sect. 4). Kymlicka appears to hold that the prior self-determination of indigenous peoples can only support claims to re-establish independent political communities, apparently in the form of secession, rather than to alter the terms of integration. (Kymlicka 2001, 125).
Contractualism denies that sovereignty lost gives rise to overriding claims to secession cf. Meyer 2001 for an extensive discussion.. All that may be required is to ensure that the indigenous minority is provided for -- within certain limits. The question to be answered is what are fair terms of cooperation among the descendents of original inhabitants and of the invaders, given that they need a common conception of justice and fair distribution of resources. It is not clear that these terms must seek to mirror precisely the counterfactual situation where the injustice had not occurred – e.g. full sovereignty. But the terms must be within the constraints set by contractualist considerations about legitimate agreements when one party had an established society in place, and when the newcomers changed these established practices just for the sake of their own preferences cf. Scanlon’s Principle of established practices, Scanlon 1998..  Note that what counts as an established society are such things as cultural patterns, social institutions or legal system  (cf. United Nations Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 1986)  -- as Vitoria argued regarding the “Indians lately discovered”, (1532), that “there is a certain method in their affairs, for they have polities which are orderly arranged and they have definite marriage and magistrates, overlords, laws, and workshops and a system of exchange, all of which call for the use of reason; they also have a kind of religion” (Vitoria [1557] 1917).
Control over resources
The forced redistribution of certain goods may be required, insofar as such objects can be identified and their significance for the present indigenous population established. Yet how can such significance be established? One such link may be based on the religious beliefs of present indigenous of demonstrable long standing, for instance supporting return of ancestors’ bodily remains or old religious objects from museums. However, there are several constraints on such claims. The basic needs of those living there now should overrule reparation. This requirement limits, but does not prohibit reparation. Moreover, upsetting the not clearly illegitimate expectations of present owners’ is also morally problematic. The burdens should be distributed among the citizenry at large, so as to reduce the impact on the present holders of such property. General taxation and buying out the descendants of intruders may be preferable to expropriating their goods and transferring them without compensation.
Some forms of self-governance
Claims to territory today based on past injustice raise many difficult problems of compensation and damages to third parties (Waldron 1992)Waldron, Jeremy1992Superseding historic injustice4562.  Nevertheless, past control over territory suggests that the present rights of indigenous minorities should include not only control over the integration of their culture into the mainstream, but also powers to ensure the maintenance of their culture and indigenous decision-making institutions. This account would thus support the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, art. 19United Nations1995Draft Declaration on the Rights of4560. The indigenous people thus have strong claims to exercise control over changes to their culture, and to self-determination in general. These claims support institutional responses allowing the splitting of powers in quasi-federal arrangements (cf. Kymlicka’s ‘self-government rights’), and/or skewed voting weights or veto rights in common decisions (cf. Kymlicka’s ‘special representation rights’). 
Conclusion
I have sought to explore a contractualist case for the contested view that indigenous peoples have special claims on resources or forms of political autonomy, due to their historical autonomy and de facto control over resources in a territory. Criticisms by Kymlicka and Waldron regarding the contractualist approach, the grounds and implications of such claims have been addressed. If such a case withstands scrutiny, the relative weight of these claims on resources and control still remains to be determined. Creative ways of accommodating these claims while respecting the not illegitimate expectations of other present owners and other inhabitants must be encouraged. These reflections at least indicate why such creativity is important, and what sorts of arguments should be included in the institutional explorations. The implications may be relevant not only for indigenous peoples as traditionally conceived, but also for addressing shifts in the world order of sovereign states wrought by new forms of multi-level political authority, in Europe and elsewhere. 
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